THE VALKYRIES IronPrincess Battle Scenes Series
Everything you need to know about an IronPrincess shoot and would probably ask…

How is an IPBSS shoot different from all the physique shoots I’ve done?
This takes pages to explain, but in brief:
1. It only requires one simple, inexpensive outfit.
2. You will know exactly what you’ll be doing well before the shoot so that you can practice it, and know exactly how
you will look doing it (kinda like your NPC/IFBB mandatory contest poses). We’ll even provide you a shot list with
photos. None of that “uh… let’s try putting you over here on this bed…uh… now do a double biceps…”
3. No bodybuilding poses. No pinup stuff. IPBSS doesn’t exploit you as a slab of beef or sexual fetish object, but
projects you as a proud, strong, larger-than-life action heroine.
4. It contains socially-relevant themes, mostly related to female empowerment.
5. You don’t look at the camera. You don’t even show awareness there is a camera. You’re an actress in a scene. You
even have a co-star, with whom you will interact. It’s not just you and a photographer. There are two photographers
and a crew, including a stuntman and special effects; it’s more like a movie set.
6. No other photographer does shoots like this. Not only do they lack the creativity, but too much time work and cost
are involved (see #4). And they’re too busy making money doing exploitative photos to spend time doing something
artistic that doesn’t have a market (yet). They’d probably resent hearing this. Too bad.
What are your basic requirements
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Reliability –not a gig for habitual no-shows/last-minute cancellers. Please be on time- or earlier*
Prompt communication- returning calls, e-mails within 24 hours*
Ability to take direction (no divas!). This includes coming prepared(see below)*
Above-average muscularity and condition (size and definition)- near-contest condition preferred
No excessive tattoos or “needle-nasties”(gender-bender look: roid-face, acne, beards, gH-jaw/brow, etc)
Ability to perform necessary mandatory movements (see below)*
Patience, sense of humor, ability to have fun trying new things*

(* Please understand that none of this is because we are “control-freaks” or suffer OCD, but because a crew of at least
three others -not to mention hours of preparation, and a lot of money- are involved in this production. Additionally, there
are limited usable outdoor days -warm, no wind or rain- available to us so we can’t afford to waste them!)
What is this “simple, inexpensive outfit?”
Any two–piece appropriate for a “warrior-woman” (see photos) somewhat similar to “Red Sonja”/“Xena” -not as an
attempt to render those or any other specific fictional characters, but to reveal as much of the physique as possible within
generally-accepted norms of “decency” (i.e. no frontal nudity) The only concession to physique display (vs. realistic
“functional” warrior garb) is the wearing of “booty-shorts” or something similar(camouflage, nature-toned, flat-black) to
allow gluteal development to be visible. No “designer-wear” needed- the emphasis is on your physique, and the truth is
that an IronPrincess outfit is possibly the cheapest outfit you could assemble- all the stuff you need (if it isn’t in your closet
already- everyone seems to have camo stuff) is at your local K-Mart, Walmart or even your local Goodwill thrift shop.
You could take any pair of natural-colored shorts (camo, olive, black, khaki) and chop them to abbreviated “daisy-dukes.”
No printed words (e.g. brand names) on attire! Boots should not come fully up to the knee or have heels (no “fashion”
boots) –these are for jumping and fighting in; black or tan combat-style boots with high socks are perfect. Yes, they do

have combat boots at Walmart, and occasionally even at Goodwill. If needed, we have three pairs of women's combat
boots here- sizes 6, 7.5, and 10. We also have bandanas if you forget yours.

Like everything else, socks, headband etc should be an appropriate natural color- camo, olive, tan, brown, black. Wristlets
optional- again, everything should be “warrior-appropriate.” But if you’d like to add any other personal touches (including
wrist gauntlets, neckwear, face-paint, etc), feel free to experiment! Hair and makeup also should reflect “warrior,” not
glamour -so no fancy “dos,” rouge lipstick, 1-inch eyelashes, etc. (ever see any of those ridiculous 1970s-80s B-grade
films, like those of Andy Sidaris, featuring action-women whose pathetic physiques were topped by cover-girl makeup and
“big hair?”).
Weapons will be provided, including a dagger and sheath to be strapped to the thigh.

Do I have to do athletic stuff?
You’ll only be performing two movements that require any “athletic” ability. These are not “optional”- they’re
requirements as they’re key shots demonstrating both strength and athleticism(something which muscular people in
general are accused of lacking: “all she can do is flex and waddle around the gym/stage...”) These moves sound and look
easy- and are easy, but must still be practiced and perfected before the shoot. Please don’t assume you can just blow these
off and “wing it” at the shoot; there’s no time to “learn” them at the shoot. Would you try to “learn” your IFBB/NPC
mandatory poses during prejudging? (“Hey Judges… didn’t have time to get your favorite poses down- ok if I just kinda
wing it?”). And last time I checked, NPC judges weren’t paying you to be up there- in most cases neither were the IFBB…
Hold a full draw correctly on at least a 30-pound bow. This pose allows you to flex the musculature of your entire body
in a “functional” way. If you’ve never taken lessons, at least take a few minutes to study it online; there are hundreds of
videos and photos. Like these: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7q2BVF-T8A0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GIC7OD792iQ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=93jSVyXW5gc

Practice holding the draw in various kneeling positions(both sides) as well -we want as much variety as possible:

Perform the Flying Whammy (jumping knee-strikes) off a 2-foot high rock against a soft, yielding target for
numerous takes (this one’s tricky to capture on camera). The stunt-man will be well-padded and will fall down each
time you strike him, so perform this as if you really mean it -following through with your momentum and not holding
back. Need it to look real, and better you land on the grass (or stuntman) than fall backward against the rock.

Work on fully tucking both knees- it’s more dynamic, and the compression of the calf against the hamstrings enhances the
muscular appearance. This “Wonder Woman” actress (despite her lack of physique or athletic background) executes the
move perfectly and should be your model for practicing it (use 1:46-1:47 in this ersatz WW trailer as a two-second “tutorial”)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0NT7JaQkLUA

And this mother of three, after a dozen attempts where she couldn’t even connect, also executed it to perfection:

You must practice this at home. Start by doing fully-raised knee holds:

Then practice jumping off a chair, box, or bench with your right knee raised as high as possible and landing on your left
leg. Remember to jump forward, not just down. Progress to doing it against a striking-mitt or cushion held at a height of
about 5.” Instead of focusing on your form and landing, imagine your knee as a spear, and launch it at the target(pad) with
the aim of piercing it. Be sure to practice in your combat boots as they are heavier and more restrictive than your gym
shoes… on the plus side they offer more ankle support.

Other than those two moves you’ll simply be doing various fighting poses with weapons that involves flexing as many
muscles as possible, but in a way that appears to be natural (not deliberate) and appropriate to the action. For example, in
these two photos, notice the visual difference in the arms and shoulders caused by squeezing and pushing down on the
weapons, and in the legs by contracting the hamstrings and adductors (push knee down and pull inward) when kneeling.

You can practice this adductor pose on a cushion, other knee also fully-folded, pointed toward the mirror, abs tensed and
arms pushing down on two broom handles.
Again, we emphasize this full knee-bend in the above poses as the compression between the calves and
hamstrings/adductors makes the leg look more massive and powerful, like a coiled spring; note the difference here with the
Figure competitor on the right- her legs aren’t especially muscular, but notice how fully-bent they look as rugged as the
machine she’s in.

This classic Boris Vallejo painting of Lenda nicely illustrates the “full-knee-bend/compression” effect we’re looking for in
all of your kneeling poses, and should be your model:

Well worth practicing, especially if you have difficulty with flexibility and balance.
Dynamism is another major difference between IPBSS shoots and virtually all others done by physique photographers.
This especially applies to the shots involving action: you can’t “pose” an action shot, so instead of a “hold that pose” the
photographer will direct “Action… Cut” as on a movie set. Ideally (physiques aside), these shots below illustrate exactly
kind of “action-film” dynamism we’re after, an effect that can’t be posed:

Who is the other girl in some of the photos?
A new feature we’ve added in 2016 is “Neelu”; just as Batman had “Robin,” and Xena had “Gabrielle,” IronPrincess has
young sidekick. But unlike Robin and Gabrielle, Neelu’s not chatty and goofy- her “back-story” is that she’s been rendered
mute from the atrocities she saw inflicted on fellow school-girls with whom she was abducted by the forces of terror (then
rescued by IronPrincess), and has dedicated her life to annihilating those forces. This feature adds dramatic depth to these
photos and allows for personal interaction, especially in the tight (kneeling) shots. In most instances involving action, both
will take turns executing the movement while the other observes as a fellow combatant:

So I need “acting” experience?
No… all you need to do is imagine you really are doing these things on a battlefield. Keep a relatively neutral expression;
don’t “make faces” as you did in your high school plays, as it will look exaggerated and hammy in photos. Always find a
something specific to look at- the dummy, Neelu, a weapon/prop, or a spot off-camera and focus on it. This keeps you “in
the scene” and avoids breaking character.

If you have any questions about the IPBSS shoots, please feel free to e-mail or call anytime!
thevalkyries@thevalkyries.com 610 324-3306

